
1 Cobb-Douglas Production
Here are some facts about Cobb-Douglas production functions. I make use of results from calculus which
can be found on the notes titled "Assorted Useful Math" on my webpage.

1.1 The function, coe¢cients and returns to scale:
The general form of a Cobb-Douglas function is:

F (x1, x2, ..., xn) = A(x1)α1(x2)α2 ...(xn)αn

To make this a little more concrete, think about the following production function:

Output = F (Physical Capital, Labor, Land,Human Capital)
= A(PK)α1(Labor)α2(Land)α3(HK)α4

We thus have that to produce output, we need four types of capital. If any type is missing, we can’t
produce a thing. In general, we expect that if we doubled the amounts of all our inputs, we would double
output. This property is called constant returns to scale in economics and functions that possess this
property are called homogenous in mathematics1 .

For now, consider a simpler production function that uses only physical capital and labor and exhibits
constant returns to scale:

Y = F (K,L) = AKαL1¡α

We can check that F (K,L) is homogenous by multiplying the amount of capital by a constant, z :

F (zK, zL) = A(zK)α(zL)1¡α

= Azαz1¡αKαL1¡α

= AzKαL1¡α

= zF (K,L)

If you stare at the the second and third lines long enough, you will notice that a Cobb-Douglas function
displays constant returns to scale whenever the coe¢cients sum to 1. What happens if we also need human
capital and production still exhibits constant returns to scale?

Y = F (K,L,H) = AKα1Lα2Hα3

α1 + α2 + α3 = 1

Now suppose, we forget to include human capital when we are analyzing a problem and use the following
production function instead:

Y = ~F (K,L) = ~AKα1Lα2

Notice that ~A = AHα3 . What happens if we just double capital and labor, and ignore human capital?

~F (zK, zL) = ~A(zKα1)(zLα2)
= zα1zα2 ~AKα1Lα2

= zα1+α2 ~F (K,L)
1 Technicially, they are called "homogenous of degree one."
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Because we ignored humand capital, ~F (zK, zL) 6= z ~F (K,L) and we no longer have a constant returns to
scale process. Indeed, because 1 > α1+α2, we have a decreasing returns to scale production technology2 .
Why might we face decreasing returns to scale? Imagine an economy based on agriculture in which we can
change the amount of labor and capital (workers and shovels) but not the amount of land. In this case,
constant returns to scale won’t hold as land becomes more and more scarce relative to labor and capital.

Notice also, that the Cobb-Douglas function is not the only homogenous function. Consider:

F (K,L) = [Kρ + Lρ]
1
ρ

It might be good practice to convince yourself that this production technology also displays constant
returns to scale3 . So, while the Cobb-Douglas is not the only constant returns to scale production function,
it is commonly used because the math involved is simpler than most others.

1.2 Marginal Products of Capital and Labor
The marginal product of a factor is simply the associated change in output when that factor is increase but
all others are held constant. Assume we use a production function that uses only labor and capital. If we
talk about discrete changes, this is expressed as:

MPL =
F (K,L + h) ¡ F (K,L)

h

where h is really small. This should look a lot like the de…nition of a derivative, and if we let h ! 0 and
take the limit, we indeed have that:

MPL =
∂F (K,L)

∂L
= FL(K,L)

You may ask, "What are those funny signs, ∂?" If you have a function of one variable, then you express
the derivative as df(x)

x , and say this "d f of x, d x." When you have a function of more than one variable, you
must be explicit when you say what variable the derivative is taken with respect to, and since you are taking
the derivative with respect to only one of potentially many variables, we can these "partial derivatives." To
di¤erentiate these from regular derivatives, we write them ∂f(x1,...,xn)

∂xi
and say "del f, del x i" or "partial f,

partial x i."
Again assume that we have the following production function:

Y = F (K,L) = AKαL1¡α

We then have the following marginal products of capital and labor:

MPK = FK(K,L) = αAKα¡1L1¡α

=
αAKαL1¡α

K
= α

Y
K

MPL = FL(K,L) = (1 ¡ α)AKαL¡α

=
(1 ¡ α)AKαL1¡α

L
= (1 ¡ α)

Y
L

2 In math-speak, this function is still homogenous, but not homogenous of degree one. It is instead homogenous of degree
α1 + α2.

3 Economists call this the CRS function, literally, the "constant elasticity of substitution" function
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Suppose we are interested in how the marginal products change when we increase or decrease K or L.
In this instance, we want the partial derivatives of the the marginal products or, in other words, the second
partial derivatives of the production function:

∂MPK

∂K
= FKK(K,L) = α(α ¡ 1)AKα¡2L1¡α

∂MPK

∂L
= FKL(K,L) = α(1 ¡ α)AKα¡1L¡α

∂MPL

∂K
= FLK(K,L) = α(1 ¡ α)AKα¡1L¡α

∂MPL

∂L
= FLL(K,L) = α(α ¡ 1)AKαL¡α¡1

Because A,K, and L are all positive, the sign of these derivatives depends whether they include α(1¡ a)
or α(α ¡ 1). Since α is less than the one, the former expression is positive while the latter expression is
negative. Thus, ∂MPK

∂K and ∂MPL
∂L are negative but ∂MPK

∂L and ∂MPL
∂K are positive. The math should inform

our intuition. The latter implies that as the amount of capital increases, the marginal productivity of labor
increases so that as we increase the amount of shovels we have, the more productive our workers become (for
instance, shovels may break and thus having a pile of shovels behind each worker decreases the amount of
time they spend walking to the shed for a new one). The former implies that as we hand out more and more
shovels, the less productive the last shovel we hand out is (the shovel only gets used if all the shovels in front
of it break). Thus, a Cobb-Douglas function satis…es our usual assumption that factors face diminishing
marginal productivities when all other factors are held constant.
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